
An Cafe, ???
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

== Romanized Japanese ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Ima Mezamehajimeta Yamanai shucho no klaxon Someraretaku nanka wa nai
Sa Boku dake no iro o tsukuru to Ketsui o kometa ude no pierce no omoi wa kieru koto nai

Ganbaru hodo ni karamawari shite Fukona seikaku
Hoshigatteita basho wa ittai doko ni arunodaro?

Motte umaretekita Hito no irotachi ga Boku dake kuroku mieruno nazedaro?
Kitai suru koto de kizutsuki nayande Rikai suruno mo kutsu de

Yokubo ga furimawashiteyuku Ranboni boku o Pulse na shigeki motomete
Kizutsuku koto o nozonde mototmeteru wake janai Boku ga yukubeki tabiji o motometerunda

Kinou Kudaketa kodoku mo Asu ni umareru kodo mo
Tenkiyoho yorimo kimagurena boku no seidaro

Mitai mono wa umare Yagate kowasarete Mienai riyu sura wakaranakatta
Demo kizuketanda Kokoro no yowasa ga subete o jama shiteru to

Ima Nezanehajimeta Yamanai shucho no klaxon Someraretaku nanka wa nai
Sa Boku dake no iso o tsukuru to Ketsui o kometa ude no pierce no omoi wa kieru koto nai

Yokubo ga furimawashiteyuku Ranboni boku o Pulse na shigeki motomete
Kizutsuku koto onozonde motometeru wake janai Boku ga yukubeki tabiji o

Ima Mezamehajimeta Yamanai shucho no klaxon Someraretaku nanka wa nai
Sa Boku dake no iro o tsukuru to Ketsui o kometa ude no pierce no omoi wa kieru koto nai
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
I've just begun to wake up The insistent blasting horns wont' stop Don't want to become a part of that
Hey, intent on making my own colour, my resolve that went into my pierced arm will never fade

No matter how hard I try, I come up empty handed, I never get any breaks
Where is the place I've been longing for?

Colours that people are born with, why am I the only one in black?
Keeping your hopes up leads to hurt and worry Painful to try to understand

Greed flings me about violently wanting a pulsating stimulation
I'm not hoping and searching to be hurt, just searching for the path I should take

Loneliness crushed from yesterday and loneliness born tomorrow
Are all my fault, I'm as unpredictable as the weather forecast 

Those that want to see are born, eventually to be destroyed Never understood why I can't see
Til I realized it was my weak resolve that gets in the way

I've just begun to wake up The insistent blasting horns wont' stop Don't want to become a part of that
Hey, intent on making my own colour, my resolve that went into my pierced arm will never fade

Greed flings me about violently wanting a pulsating stimulation
I'm not hoping and searching to be hurt, just searching for the path I should take

I've just begun to wake up The insistent blasting horns wont' stop Don't want to become a part of that
Hey, intent on making my own colour, my resolve that went into my pierced arm will never fade
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